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A bit of NU KU LAR and Strategic Review before a GAO induced drip about Navigation and SONAR

The United States Navy: The unsung heroes of nuclear power
Tue, Aug 2, 2022
America’s nuclear navy presently has 86 nuclear-powered submarines and aircraft carriers. All of them, and their predecessors over the last 60 years,
have performed flawlessly, protecting America as well as their crews.

After 20 odd years of watching the DOT&E reports and other things for 50,  you'd have to hope they use a different dictionary to define 'flawlessly' than
they do for other parts of their  Weapons Systems.

Just this last April, President Biden officially commissioned the USS Delaware, a new Virginia-class nuclear attack submarine, the 18th built in that
class and the eighth and final Block III Virginia-class submarine. (The Delaware was administratively commissioned in April 2020, but the COVID-19
pandemic caused delay of the ceremony for two years.)

According to Naval Technology, this latest USS Delaware is the seventh navy vessel to be named after the first U.S. state to ratify the Constitution, but
the only one built since World War I. The very first USS Delaware was a 24-gun frigate launched in 1776 to fight against British naval attacks on
Philadelphia.

Notably, the first documented use of a submarine in combat was by the United States at almost the same time. During the opening months of the
American Revolutionary War, on September 7, 1776, an eight-foot-long, hand-powered submarine constructed by David Bushnell, named the Turtle,
attempted to attach a time bomb to the 64-gun British Royal Navy vessel Eagle in New York Harbor. The attachment failed, but the Turtle escaped.

Today, the U.S. Navy has 68 operating submarines, all of them nuclear-powered, plus some non-active-duty nuclear submarines used for training.

You’re probably aware of the 92 commercial nuclear power reactors that produce about 20 percent of our electricity, but an additional hundred or so
nuclear reactors power 86 submarines and aircraft carriers, producing electricity, heat, and propulsion.

While we think of small modular nuclear reactors as something new that will take nuclear power to a new level—which is true in a sense—the reactors of
the nuclear navy are actually the original SMRs.

According to the World Nuclear Association, work on nuclear marine propulsion started in the 1940s. In 1955, the first nuclear-powered submarine, the
USS Nautilus, put to sea. This changed submarines from slow underwater cigar tubes to fast warships able to cruise at 20–25 knots submerged for weeks
or months on end. By 1962, the U.S. Navy had 26 operational nuclear-powered submarines with 30 more under construction.

More and different classes of nuclear submarines followed, along with nuclear aircraft carriers and other ships. The first nuclear-powered carrier, the
USS Enterprise, completed in 1960, was powered by eight small Westinghouse reactors. The USS Long Beach followed in 1961 as the first
nuclear-powered cruiser, with two reactors.

The USS Enterprise continued in service to the end of 2012, even serving in the most recent Iraq war, a truly amazing record.

Presently, all U.S. Navy submarines and supercarriers are nuclear powered. No commissioned conventional (nonnuclear) submarines or aircraft carriers
are left in the U.S. Navy, ever since the last conventional carrier, the USS Kitty Hawk, was decommissioned in May 2009.

To see how important nuclear-powered ships are to battle-ready operations, consider two similarly sized aircraft carriers that the United States built a
few years apart—the USS John F. Kennedy (1,052 feet in length) and the USS Dwight D. Eisenhower (1,092 feet in length). The Ike is nuclear powered,
and the Kennedy burned oil. When steaming all-ahead-flank on all four screws, launching aircraft off all three steam catapults, cooking 4,500 meals for
lunch, and desalinating seawater into fresh, the Kennedy got 13 inches to the gallon of marine distillate fuel oil.

That meant 1,000 gallons were burned for the Kennedy to travel just its own length, or over 125 million gallons to circumnavigate the Pacific Ocean
once.

The Ike uses almost no fuel to carry out the same mission. The Ike steamed for 20 years on a chunk of uranium the size of a grapefruit and is still active
today. The Kennedy is mothballed.

Peter Lobner of the Lyncean Group explains that American naval reactors use high-enriched uranium fuel, enabling higher power densities, more
compact naval reactor plants, and longer-lived reactor cores, minimizing the need for costly refueling stops. Greater energy available from the core
provides operational flexibility and extends the life of the vessel.

The United States has a significant inventory of HEU, totaling about 580 metric tons. About 500 metric tons of this is for national security programs,
including nuclear weapons, naval propulsion, nuclear energy, and science. This amount is in two levels of enrichment, 97 percent uranium-235 reserved
for naval reactors, and 93 percent U-235 obtained from decommissioned nuclear weapons. The entire fleet burns about 0.64 metric tons of U-235 per
year, so this inventory of HEU is expected to be sufficient for nuclear navy requirements until after 2060.

The newer generations of the U.S. Navy’s submarines and carriers have been designed with long-life HEU reactor cores that will be in service for the
next five decades or more. Many of the vessels have “life-of-the-ship” cores, never having to be refueled.

The nuclear navy uses a once-through fuel cycle, so all the U-235 and fission products in the core remain in the spent fuel, which is stored in Idaho in
lieu of an approved deep geologic repository. There are no plans to recover and recycle unfissioned U-235.
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Fun to watch











































































Seahawk demoing better than 3 point of contact with the  ‘ship’ –did no one think of storm lashings? No sign of lashings of any sort in this shot.













The seahawk wasn’t alone
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The U.S. nuclear navy technology was shared with Britain. But the French, Russian, and Chinese nuclear navies developed on their own. Russia actually
developed fast reactors for some of their submarines, their Alpha attack subs, which made them the fastest in the sea—although they were a bit noisier,
which totally negated the advantage of speed.

According to Lloyd’s, about 700 nuclear reactors have been used at sea since the 1950s, and there are about 200 reactors at sea today. Of the submarines,
the United States has 68; Russia, 40; China, 19; Britain, 10; France, 9; and India has 3, including those being commissioned. Japan and Germany each
built a nuclear-powered ship but decommissioned them years ago.

According to Naval News, China has the fastest growing nuclear navy, and their fleet of subs should more than double in the next 10 years to become the
world’s largest submarine force—although not all will be nuclear. At the same time, North Korea, which was number one (but with only six of the subs
nuclear powered) is expected to decline to number four, below Russia. Except for the tally for the United States, some of these numbers are in dispute, as
reliable sources for Russia, North Korea, and China are difficult to obtain.

America’s nuclear navy is one of the oldest and largest nuclear organizations in the world, and it has the world’s best safety record of any industry of any
kind. In terms of work hazards apart from possible combat, it is safer to work on a U.S. nuclear submarine or aircraft carrier than it is to sit at a desk
trading stocks. Thousands upon thousands of people—22,000 people at any one time—have lived, worked, eaten, and slept within a stone’s throw of
these nuclear reactors for 60 years with no adverse effects from radiation at all.

Annual radiation doses to Navy personnel have averaged only 0.005 rem/year (5 mrem/year, 0.05 mSv/year), about a hundred times less than background
and a thousand times less than the federal 5 rem/year exposure allowed for radiation workers. Normal background radiation in the United States varies
from 100 mrem/year to over 1,000 mrem/year.

The nuclear navy has logged over 5,400 reactor-years of accident-free operations and traveled over 130 million miles on nuclear energy, enough to
circle the earth 3,500 times. From the time of the USS Nautilus in 1954, to the present, no civilian or military personnel on these ships, more than a
hundred thousand people, has ever been harmed by radiation from reactors or facilities with which they were so intimately in contact.

Numerous reports from the Naval Nuclear Propulsion Program Office provide detailed information of personnel exposures from living and working in
nuclear submarines and on nuclear ships, as well as working in the on-shore facilities that produced fuel and materials for the nuclear navy, such as
nuclear propulsion plants and nuclear component engineering plants. These reports also review the history of radiation health effects in the general public
and indicate no observable health effects from low levels of radiation: “It is fair to say that we have more scientific evidence on the hazards of ionizing
radiation than on most, if not all, environmental agents that affect the general public,” states one report.

“The cancer-causing effects of radiation . . . have been observed only at high doses [e.g., >20 rem/0.2 Sv] and high dose rates,” the report continues.
“Studies of populations chronically exposed to low-level radiation have not shown consistent or conclusive evidence upon which to determine the risk of
cancer. Attempts to observe increased cancer in a human population exposed to low doses of radiation have been difficult.”

Actually, they’ve been impossible. We never have found any and we’ve been looking really, really hard for almost a hundred years.

This report was especially important given the lawsuit filed by eight U.S. sailors against the Tokyo utility that operates the Fukushima nuclear power
plants. While it is human nature to attribute blame where one can, that suit has no scientific merit, since the doses received by those sailors were
extremely small and extremely well known. Doses were well below levels known to cause health effects, and any radiation effects that could possibly
result from such low doses would take many, many years to manifest themselves, referred to as the latency period, which is well known for various
cancers.

While ordinary accidents occasionally occur on our nuclear-powered vessels, as with any military operation, none have been related to nuclear or
radiation, and no radiation health effects or reportable radiological accidents have ever happened in U.S. naval history. The United States has had just two
ordinary accidents, both occurring in the 1960s, for reasons unrelated to their nuclear reactors or to radiation. The Soviet Union/Russia has had 22
accidents involving naval nuclear-powered vessels from 1960 to 2003, some of them involving radiation, others not.

It is highly likely that, going forward, our nuclear navy will make sure things sail along as safely as ever.

James Conca is a scientist in the field of earth and environmental sciences, specializing in geologic disposal of nuclear waste, energy-related research,
planetary surface processes, radiobiology and shielding for space colonies, and subsurface transport and environmental cleanup of heavy metals. He is a
former contributor to Forbes; you can view his past stories online at forbes.com/sites/jamesconca.

Strategic review must drop business-as-usual approach to Australia’s defence
4 Aug 2022|Malcolm DavisDefence strategic review

Cull the Process Monkeys and you get rid of Monkey Business which is the Business-As-Usual approach that comes as a natural consequence when 'I adhered to the
process'  stands as the 100% reliable method  to bury accountability for inexplicable actions.  One of the fun things when I was in  was the overt concern* over the
very very high number of Directed Procurements. Nothing to really do with the BS that the far more corruptible  competitive bidding process (see how in a few
sentences time) was wonderful, but really because you have to know  a lot of things to successfully defend sole source decisions and that meant every element of
what you do has to be 'on the record'. If you look at the history of the ANAO's checks on sole sourcing and restricted tendering you will find they were nailing lack
of required documentation rather than quality of any  they found. And the rent seekers, relying on a  0.99 probability that that few knew the rules and thus just do
what is accepted form, can use that trait to their advantage to promote open tendering where, in theory, you can put pretty much anything on the streets as a
guessing competition for the suppliers  and then go off the record WRT potential outcomes. Whether they do it in practice is anyone's guess;  but the system is set
up perfectly for it- because the whole procurement system has no accountability trail for content.  And,  under the APS Act of 1999, that starts right back in the
Ministerial Offices, and under the APS/ADF values, anyone else that gets paid by the public purse in EVERYTHING they do.   I think it is Cabot's Paints have a thing on
their lid - 'when everything else fails read the instructions'.  And then follow them!  I think they should have that inscribed on all the roadsigns leading into the ACT -
the whole place would run a lot better.

*see this extract from a 2009 report out of UK Single-source, or non-competitive, defence procurement is a widespread phenomenon that is prevalent both in
developing countries and in advanced arms exporting countries. The usual competitive bidding process – which assists in both value-for-money evaluation and in
lowering corruption risk – is used much less often than expected in defence procurement. Whilst there can be good reasons for single sourcing, the opportunities
and inducements for corruption are significantly escalated.

The Labor Party’s pre-election promise of a defence force posture review has now taken shape as a much more expansive strategic review encompassing
the Australian Defence Force’s structure, posture and investment requirements over the next 10 years and beyond. Listen carefully and you’ll hear the
gentle noise of a white paper being prepared.

The review will be headed by two independent leads, former Labor defence minister Stephen Smith and former ADF chief Angus Houston, and will
report to the National Security Committee of Cabinet by March next year, alongside the release of the findings of the investigation of alternatives for
acquisition of an Australian nuclear submarine capability announced under the 2021 AUKUS agreement.

The terms of reference make it clear that this review will consider not only the posture of ADF units, but also ‘force disposition, preparedness, strategy
and associated investments’ required to achieve a force that is fit for purpose in a more adverse strategic environment. It will build on the analysis of
trends set out in the 2020 defence strategic update and force structure plan, which in turn were hinted at in the 2016 defence white paper.
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The review will first need to ‘outline future strategic challenges facing Australia’. That will demand a robust treatment of the challenge posed by a rising
and assertive China. The threats from China are taking the form of not only a much more capable and modernised People’s Liberation Army, but also a
more assertive use of grey-zone tactics by Beijing, the application of direct political warfare against Australia, and a creeping expansion of Chinese
influence and presence into Australia’s area of direct military interest, including the South Pacific.

Past defence white papers have invariably seen their analysis rapidly overtaken by events. This is certainly what happened with much of the strategic
assessment from the 2016 white paper. The accelerating deterioration in our strategic environment, which has been underway since 2015, prompted the
2020 update to go further to address the challenge from China. But that challenge has grown markedly even in the two years since the update’s release.

The evidence is clear, with aggressive PLA actions against Australian ships and aircraft in international waters, and the prospect of a Chinese military
presence in the Solomon Islands—not to mention the rising danger of a Chinese invasion of Taiwan, perhaps as early as the second half of this decade.
The PLA’s ability to project power at long range has also grown. China now has more advanced missile systems, strategic air power and counterspace
and cyberwarfare capabilities. It has a bigger and more capable navy, and a large-scale nuclear build-up is underway.

To meet this challenge, the ADF needs to embrace a more forward-orientated posture that emphasises and hardens its capability in northern Australia.
The notional sea–air gap in the north, which first appeared as early as the 1986 Dibb report, will have to be seen as a main rear area from which the ADF
projects its operational focus—rather than from the south of the continent. That would be a significant shift in force posture, which I first suggested in
2018.

A ‘forward defence in depth’ strategy would involve expanding the ADF’s northern posture as well as building closer defence relations with key Indo-
Pacific partners such as Japan, South Korea, India and some of the ASEAN states. It also entails strengthening Australia’s burden-sharing with the United
States, including by allowing enhanced access for US forces to defence facilities in northern Australia—a step already suggested in last year’s AUSMIN
communiqué.

In terms of force structure, priority needs to be given to expanding, enhancing and accelerating the acquisition of an ADF strike and deterrence capability.
The review should not simply reiterate the 2020 force structure plan, and nor should it simply rely on the very long-term acquisition of nuclear-powered
submarines to provide enhanced military capability. It needs to recognise the importance of acquiring truly long-range power projection for the ADF. It
also needs to contend with that fact that air and naval platforms such as the F-35A Lightning II, F/A-18F Super Hornet and Hobart-class air warfare
destroyer are likely to face increasingly greater risks in penetrating deeply inside China’s growing anti-access/area-denial  envelope to deliver standoff
weapons. Longer range platforms to deliver longer range missiles with precision and speed will be essential.

Ideally, Australia would have forward host-nation support in any crisis, but we can’t assume that’s always going to be available. Projecting strike
capabilities directly from northern Australia to hold at risk any maritime threat generated by a major-power adversary like China, well beyond the
notional sea–air gap, would dramatically boost the ADF’s ability to deter and respond, as well as to burden-share with key allies. There needs to be a
discussion about acquiring in-development B-21 bombers and long-range conventional ballistic missiles that can strike at both land and maritime targets.

Related to this challenge are maximising the weight of fire to generate useful effects and sustaining combat in a possible conflict with China, which could
easily become a protracted war. Part of the solution could be a far more ambitious and fast-moving autonomous systems strategy. But combat
sustainment is a key weakness for the ADF, with its brittle and boutique platforms and munitions. A force structure that has both mass and endurance will
be what’s required in a future war.

Earlier this year, the former government sought to accelerate the guided weapons and explosive ordnance enterprise as part of AUKUS, but so far little
has happened beyond the choosing of two large aerospace prime contractors to lead the project. There’s been scant information on what weapons are to
be built, how many and how fast, and when those weapons will start flowing. Building small numbers of weapons will be insufficient to meet the
demands of high-intensity warfare, a fact so clearly demonstrated in the ongoing war in Ukraine. Nor does Australia have the luxury of time to build
small stockpiles slowly.

The review is also tasked with considering funding and investment both for force structure and for preparedness and mobilisation. It’s vital that this is a
strategy-led—not fiscally-led—exercise. The review must decide what the threat is and how to meet it in a manner that best protects Australia from
emerging long-range capabilities and, in particular, neutralises the risk posed by Chinese military bases in our near region.

Deterring Chinese adventurism—be it against Taiwan, in the South China Sea or across the South Pacific—and responding to the threats posed by
Chinese military capabilities must drive the review. This goal must also shape the review’s assessment of force structure requirements and its promotion
of the case for a stronger and more robust ADF presence in northern Australia. Then it can work out how much extra spending will be needed to meet
these goals. National security and defence will need to come first and the money will need to be found. The alternative is to accept a more insecure
future.

A review that advocates a steady-as-she-goes, more-of-the-same approach in the face of a much more adverse security outlook will be a failure. Now is
the time for the government to grasp the extent of the challenge posed by a rising China to our nation and our region and respond with responsible and
decisive changes to Australian defence policy.

DIN calls for proposals in Counter Disinformation and Malign
Influence
 was sent this - and the sender got the presumed reaction word for word, along lines of that they need to go no further than any existing Govt Department
to cover all the bases.  Maybe a first task might be to support Stephen and Angus in their dealings with the mob of 2022 

Through its Strategic Investment Initiative, DIN will invest $500,000 to develop a cutting-edge prototype to identify, predict and respond to
grey-zone challenges in the information environment, e.g. unwanted influence operations. This call is aligned to the IW STaR Shot and is open to
NSW DIN member universities as lead entities. Full terms and conditions apply. Applicants should register their interest for consideration to
receive the full information pack, by writing to info@defenceinnovationnetwork.com

.

French made another bid to Albanese to build submarines
Andrew Tillett Political correspondent

Aug 5, 

French President Emmanuel Macron proposed to Anthony Albanese that four conventionally powered submarines be built in France for the Australian
navy to avoid a capability gap created by the AUKUS deal to acquire nuclear-powered boats.

Multiple sources said the offer from Mr Macron came when he hosted Mr Albanese in Paris last month, a crucial meeting that repaired bilateral ties
between Australia and France that had ruptured when Scott Morrison axed the $90 billion French-designed submarine project.

Prime Minister Anthony Albanese and French President Emmanuel Macron discussed submarines when they met last month. Alex Ellinghausen
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The Australian Financial Review has been told Mr Macron’s pitch was that the five years of preliminary design work that had gone into Australia’s
planned Attack class submarine had made it the most advanced diesel-electric submarine in the world.

However, the submarines would not be built in Adelaide, and Mr Macron proposed they be built in French shipbuilder Naval Group’s yard in Cherbourg,
where the infrastructure is already established.

The seriousness of the offer is unclear. One source said Mr Macron made the offer as a friendly gesture on a “nothing to lose” basis, and Mr Albanese’s
response was to say thank you while remaining non-committal. Naval Group executives did not take it seriously.

Advertisement

Mr Albanese’s office declined to comment on the French offer. The Prime Minister has emphasised that he does not divulge private conversations with
world leaders. Comment was sought from the French embassy.

Mr Macron’s offer comes amid the Defence Department’s work on recommendations on the future of Australia’s submarine program, to be handed to the
government in March.

Capability gap

This includes interim measures to fill a capability gap between the retirement of the Collins class submarines, which is scheduled to begin in 2038, and
the delivery of the nuclear-powered boats.

That could involve the acquisition of a new conventionally powered submarine, such as a “Son of Collins” designed by Swedish shipbuilder Saab
Kockums, although sources said the navy was resistant to the idea of introducing a third class of submarines.

Any plan to build submarines in France would get offside local blue-collar unions, which are pushing for six conventionally powered boats to be built in
Australia urgently to skill up the workforce for the nuclear submarine venture.

The submarine analysis is being conducted alongside the Defence Strategic Review announced this week, which is expected to make the government
accelerate the acquisition of some weapons while cutting other projects.

With one of the review’s leaders, former military chief Angus Houston, describing the strategic circumstances confronting Australia as the worst he has
seen in his lifetime, defence sources believe the review will recommend a rapid build-up in Australia’s missile stocks.

One industry source expected a “focus on lethality”, which includes fitting Tomahawk missiles onto the Collins class submarines. Tomahawks can hit
targets about 1600km away. Ha I recall writing up a draft Armament Warrant for the RAN Type 471 so we could tick the boxes & identify paraphenalia
that needed to be counted into the boat before Detailed Design Review 3 in March 1988. The focus was on all the little things so that we could get the
right number and volume of stowages for things like bunting,  pyros etc.  Apparently largely ignored as it turned out, based on later whines from the
stowage controllers.  For fun, I slipped a number of Tomahawks into the Fore-Ends loadout, promptly forgot about it,  and no one seemed to notice.  One
day months and months and months later, my neighbour Jan Owen, who worked in DNS(AM) at the time, asked me across the laneway where was the
money to buy the Tomahawks. And that was the end of that.

The purchase of drones is also likely to be another priority. The government has already flagged revisiting the Coalition’s decision to scrap Australia’s
only armed drone program in the March budget, which was done to free up cash for a boost to cybersecurity.

The review may also lock in a decision to acquire the fourth squadron of Joint Strike Fighters. But sources suggested the navy was keen to acquire the
vertical take-off and landing version of the fighter jet, which could fly from its large Landing Helicopter Docks HMAS Canberra and HMAS Adelaide
and enhance interoperability with US forces by operating from American carriers.

However, plans to acquire up to 450 armoured personnel carriers for the infantry loom as a casualty. The cabinet’s national security committee was due
to make a decision about the project in September but bidders have already been told the order may be slashed.

The Australian Industry Defence Network, which represents home-grown defence companies, said it supported the review but warned that it needed to
minimise delays to projects to avoid putting local firms under more pressure.

Get out the hankies here is the drip....

GPS Alternatives: DOD is Developing Navigation Systems but is Not
Measuring Overall Progress https://www.gao.gov/products/gao-22-106010

Mention Nav and you set off a sonar operator. I spent all the last two thirds of my working life in the ADO  trying to put the N back into soNar. Without
the  'N', Command Steerage was up that ship creek and it was too often just SOAR - Scientifically Oriented Acoustic Rubbish. Of course I failed in my
life's work of getting the Z axis into play to provide snappier Command Steerage with our sensor fits, didn't fit the narrative created by the Primes in the
platforms for most of it; worked ok in ranges where no one cared though.  You only have to look at the exercise restrictions/relaxations to comprehend
how little the  platform sonar systems acknowledge the significance of how information sources reached the sensors in the Z axis. A lost cause - just sad.

In my mind's eye, this report is just another example of why people get away with the 'it's so complex' excuse when they simply haven't done the (not so)
hard yards. I once worked for a DG that said - you should make one of your objectives as a SPO D to make my job redundant. Knowing the swamp that
was the SLG of the time I could understand why he would like that, BUT it was totally consistent with the Project mantra I had walked into in the 80s
where my job was to make the complex become simple to define, build, operate and maintain. As one person said to me at the time 'ordinary people
doing extraordinary things' or the more blunt one 'I want lateral solutions and will accept hi tech lateral solutions'....back in the days when we obeyed
orders and the HR officer carried a stick and a ServicesNoLongerRequired form.   So we just thought we'd better be good or else. Oh yeah and you were allowed
to be part cowboy, because they were acknowledged as having an ability to herd things, and it worked from senior officers  right down to cats. The good
part for me was being a birdie cast into the submarine world, so absolutely no pre-conceived notion could be applied without  some form of fundamental
T&E. Yes birdies and submariners had a lot of common traits but our two supporting fluids had vastly differing Reynold's Numbers and seriously
different compressibility and those differences had to come into play in every one of my thoughts and actions. Sure made seeking out where the 3-D dots
I knew as an aviator were in the new environment and what was different and in many cases even missing (a serious issue given the way makings for
situational awareness information intersect with their sensors -another story)

and while I am in this park -found this written in 2020 which sums up working for  Terry Roach and Peter Briggs in the late 80s, in context of a working
and accessible NavalEngineeringBranch

, focussed  and accessible  Librarians, accessible Operations Analysts (NAVY) on the next floor, a handy and focussed S&T org called RAN Research
Labs, supported by  the WeaponsSystemResearchLabs and the MaterialResearchLabs. As I have said before, the 1980s were an adventure and it made learning something
new every day a doddle.

5 Key Reasons Why Some Ordinary People Do Extraordinary Things

https://www.gao.gov/products/gao-22-106010


and Others Don’t
People who succeed and do things that seem extraordinary to you are actually ordinary people like you and me. In fact, I would say that the majority of
people who are successful are ordinary people.

Extraordinary people are very rare in our world.

Geniuses such as Albert Einstein or Steve Jobs are very rare.

Yet ordinary people do achieve extraordinary things on a daily basis.

What makes you different from ordinary people doing extraordinary things?

If you have the will and the motivation to achieve great things in your life, I want to tell you that you are probably missing out on very little.

Except for a few small details, you could be very successful too.

In this story, I will reveal the 5 key reasons why ordinary people can do extraordinary things in their lives. As you will see, with a few small adjustments,
you too can do it.

#1: They Have a Daily Routine With Good Habits
Ordinary people who achieve extraordinary things are above all people who make the most of their time. To do that, you have to be able to be truly
productive.

In order to maximize their productivity, successful people follow a daily routine of good habits.

A routine ensures that you move through your day almost automatically, keeping your mental energy focused on the essential tasks at hand.

There’s no need to expect me to give you an ideal routine to follow.

In fact, everyone must build their own routine that will make them as productive as possible on a daily basis.

A routine is personal and is built little by little, by testing different good habits.

You can pick good habits from successful entrepreneurs like Jeff Bezos, Elon Musk or Tim Cook.

Just include them in your routine and test if they really bring you something.

If so, keep them.

If not, you can move on to another good habit.

Once you’ve found your perfect morning routine, you’ll be able to take full advantage of your morning productivity peak.

Taking advantage of this productivity peak to perform the most complex actions of the day is the secret to achieving extraordinary things.

#2: They Know Perfectly Goals They Want to Achieve (I was given really good ones by my Captains

and CDRE)

In life, I think moving forward aimlessly is the worst thing. I meet some people who tell me that they are making efforts on a daily basis in different areas
and that they will see where it will lead them.

There is nothing worse than making daily efforts without real goals.

It will work for a while, but over time you will end up being demotivated because you will be lost.

In difficult times, you will have nothing to hold on to stay the course.

In fact, you will be much more likely to give up.

You may not even notice because you have no goal, and therefore no way to measure your progress.

Ordinary people who do extraordinary things have very specific goals that they want to achieve.

These goals are linked to projects that arise from their vision of problems to be solved.

Your goals will change over the course of your life. The important thing is simply to have goals to achieve.

These goals will be your guides along your path to success.

#3: They Learn Something New Every Day
You all know Warren Buffett, who is unanimously recognized as one of the greatest investors of all time. You may know less about Charlie Munger who
has been his partner at Berkshire Hathaway for over 50 years.

Yet Charlie Munger is also a brilliant investor and a very successful man who deserves to be known.

Charlie Munger believes that we should all try to become a better person every day:

“Go to bed smarter than when you woke up.”
— Charlie Munger

Ordinary people who do extraordinary things follow this precept to the letter.

They will try to become better every day by continually learning new things.

Learning new things every day is mainly through reading.



Successful people read a lot and that’s what you need to do.

You can also learn by attending training courses or evening classes.

No matter how you learn new things, the important thing is to remain humble enough to remain an eternal student of life.

Reinforcing your knowledge throughout your life will allow you to be a wiser man in your chosen field but also to adapt to the new opportunities of a
rapidly changing world.

#4: They Are Never Satisfied With Their Success and Always Want
More
While browsing sites like Quora or Reddit, I often read questions from people who look like this:

Why do billionaires who founded startups like Google, Facebook or Amazon continue to work?

The people asking these questions clearly do not have the right mentality if they want to become rich one day.

All those great successful entrepreneurs who become rich have never made it a life goal.

The primary goal is to seek to create value.

Creating value can be done through products or services that meet customer needs.

You can also write articles or books that will help others.

The wealth you will obtain (or not) will only be the result of your desire to create more and more value.

Since your goal was to create value, you will continue to do so even after you become rich.

That’s why people who have been immensely successful and become rich like Jeff Bezos, Elon Musk, or Mark Zuckerberg continue to work hard.

Successful people are never satisfied and always want more.

Jeff Bezos has made Amazon a phenomenal success, but that doesn’t change his outlook on life.

He still seeks to solve problems for humanity and now aims to colonize space through his company Blue Origin.

For Elon Musk, it’s exactly the same with SpaceX and Tesla.

You’ll notice that ordinary people who do extraordinary things have significant successes in many different areas.

This is obviously no coincidence.

#5: They Know the Difference Between Being Busy and Being
Productive
Some people have such a strong desire to succeed that they think there are always actions to be taken. As soon as they have free time, these people find
themselves facing their fear of failure.

You may be one of those people who mask their fear of failure with a sickly need to be busy all the time.

I frequently explain that taking action is essential to achieving great things in life.

This is a fundamental truth.

Nevertheless, you shouldn’t take action just to feel busy.

Each of your actions must be carried out with a specific goal in mind in order to achieve your objectives one day.

You must put the search for productivity ahead of being busy all the time.

Make the most of your working time and allow yourself plenty of time to rest and recharge your batteries.

Think of your path to success as a marathon.

Day after day, you will build the foundation for your future success. The stronger that foundation is, the more likely your success will be sustainable.

Conclusion
Achieving extraordinary things in life is not reserved for extraordinary people. Ordinary people do extraordinary things every day.

At the heart of their immense success is a fierce will and true resilience to stay motivated towards their goals.

Just like me, you are probably an ordinary person. That’s a great thing. Since you’re reading this story, I know you have a strong will to succeed deep
down inside.

The good news is that by making the few adjustments in behaviour and mentality that I have just described to you, you will finally be able to achieve the
extraordinary things that you have aspired to for so long.

ComNavOps entertains again:

Late 1942 Distributed Lethality Meeting

Late 1942.

https://navy-matters.blogspot.com/2022/08/late-1942-distributed-lethality-meeting.html


 
Japan’s navy has delivered one unpleasant surprise and defeat after another to the US Navy.  So many of our ships have been sunk that the waters around Guadalcanal
have become known as Ironbottom Sound.  Japan has demonstrated remarkable capabilities such as advanced carriers and carrier aircraft, the Long Lance torpedo,
superb night fighting optics and tactics, devastating cruiser and destroyer attacks, mammoth battleships, etc.
 
US naval leaders are meeting to discuss the future ship designs and construction plans for the US Pacific fleet.
 
The following transcript of a hitherto secret naval meeting has just been released along with other long-classified documents.  Admiral Nimitz is identified but the rest of the
names are still redacted.
 
___________________________
 

Adm. Nimitz:  Let’s get started.  We’re here to discuss our future ship designs and construction plans.  You all know the Japanese naval and aviation
capabilities have been a rude surprise and have cost us dearly.  We need to develop a fleet that can not only counter these capabilities but exceed them. 
Ideas?

 
Person 1:       It seems obvious that we need more of everything along with vastly improved torpedoes, a new generation of aircraft, better armored ships,
and more firepower.

 
Person 2:       I’d like to offer an alternative approach, if I could?

 
Adm. Nimitz:  Go ahead.  I asked for ideas.

 
Person 2:       Instead of the usual progression of bigger, stronger ships with more firepower, I’d like to suggest that we build smaller ships that can operate in
a distributed fashion where they would sail individually, deep into Japanese waters.  The Japanese will be unable to find them and, if they do find them, will
be confused by the number of targets.  Japanese uncertainty will be our strength.

 
*** Drawn out silence ***
 

Person 3:       Wait a minute, I think I get it.  You want us to build ships with mammoth amounts of armor so that they can penetrate deep into Japanese
waters and survive to inflict damage, right?

 
Person 2:       No, the ships would be unarmored.

 
*** Drawn out silence ***
 

Person 4:       So, you’re saying instead of armor the ships would have massive gun batteries and torpedoes?
 

Person 2:       No, the ships would have just a few small guns.
 
*** More silence ***
 

Person 5:       You must be talking about large squadrons of ships, then, with massive air cover?
 

Person 2:       No, the ships would operate independently, with no support.
 
*** Long drawn out silence ***
 

Adm. Nimitz:  Do I understand you correctly, that you want us to build small, unarmored ships with just a few small weapons to operate individually deep
inside Japanese waters with no support even though the Japanese have been sinking entire groups of our best armored, heaviest cruisers and best
destroyers on a regular basis?  Won’t these ships you’re proposing, operating on their own in enemy waters with no protection and no firepower, just be
simple target practice for the Japanese?

 
Person 2:       No sir, they would confuse and confound the enemy.

 
Adm. Nimitz:  Son, the only person who is confused and confounded is you.  I’ve never heard a more idiotic idea.  You’re either an imbecile or a Japanese
agent.  Either way, get out of here before I have you shot !


